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MONDAY SERIES II

(The second in a series of band/ensemble events, on the second Monday of each month at The Kitchen.)

Monday, December 12, 1983, 8:30 p.m.
$5.00/$3.50/TDF + $.50
The Kitchen
59 Wooster Street
925-3615

On Monday, December 12, The Kitchen is proud to present-appearing together for the first time-THE NED SUBLette BAND and the BEASTIE BOYS.

THE NED SUBLette BAND


The popular late night New York bar band will make a rare early evening performance, playing some of their favorite songs developed in many a rowdy environment over the past year, including: "Oil Field Trash", "Disappear Into the Cracklin' Sound", "Life on the Road", "Nordakota", and the ever-popular "Cowboys Are Frequently Secretly"-plus a few new surprises.

BEASTIE BOYS

The Beastie Boys are: Michael Diamond, Adam Horovitz, Kate Schellenbach, and Adam Yauch.

Over the past few years, the Beastie Boys have become a local New York phenomenon, although we only now find them emerging into their late adolescent period, with members approaching ages 17-19. The hard-core labelling they are often given can be misleading, as it fails to cover their history of eclecticism—such as their acoustic performances of Spring '83, their western song, "Michelle's Farm", the Hendrix-influenced "Jimmy", as well as their newer reggae song, "Beastie Revolution" and their rapping/scratching "Cookie Puss".
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